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1 Introduction

Reverse engineering tools are typically used for program understanding. Popular code analysis and
comprehension tools like CSCOPE [6] and RedHat Source-NavigatorTM [1] can recover program
structure and relationships between program components. However, without proper documentation
of legacy code, it would still take users a lot of work to understand the intent of the code. The
need for a good reverse engineering tool becomes more vital to understand code designed for high
performance computing.
A design pattern abstracts a reusable object-oriented design that solves a common recurring

design problem in a particular context [14]. An object-oriented design describes the roles, responsi-
bilities, and collaboration of participating classes and instances. Every design pattern has its own
unique intent. By finding design patterns from source, we can bring program understanding to a
higher level by revealing the architectural design of a system.
Past efforts have used structural relationships (such as the generalization and association rela-

tionships) to find design patterns. However, some patterns, e.g., the Strategy and the State patterns,
are structurally identical but differ in behavior. To distinguish such patterns and to reduce the false
positive rate, other approaches use dynamic analysis to verify pattern behavior. Dynamic analysis
depends on the coverage of test data, which can increase the false negative rate if the test data is
not complete.
Patterns for concurrent programs and distributed applications [17, 23] are defined similarly to

sequential design patterns (i.e., the GoF design patterns [14]). The task to analyze code behavior
when concurrency and synchronization are involved becomes more difficult. Unfortunately, dynamic
analysis would not be helpful in analyzing concurrent behavior, considering it would need to deal
with more complicated scenarios and larger amount of execution traces.
We propose to automate the pattern recognition process that combines structural analysis to look

for pattern structures from source code and static program analysis to verify whether the semantics
matches the pattern behavior. We have some preliminary results from our initial prototype in
recovering design patterns from the Java AWT package. We believe that our approach will be a better
fit for finding patterns designed for high performance computing. For example, our tool is also able
to spot performance overhead by detecting a particular optimization pattern for concurrency [23].

2 Critique of Current Approaches

The GoF book [14] illustrates 23 common design patterns and categorizes them, based on their
purposes, into three categories: creational, structural, and behavioral. Creational patterns focus on
how objects get created. Structural patterns focus on class organization by roles using structural
relationships, such as class inheritances, interface hierarchies, and attribute associations. Behavioral
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patterns focus on separating object responsibilities based on polymorphism. While this categoriza-
tion is useful for programmers, it is not helpful for pattern detection. Based on detection methods,
current approaches can be categorized based on the kind of analysis they perform: pure static or a
combination of static and dynamic.

2.1 Pure Static Approaches

Previous work [10, 8, 16, 19, 9, 24, 20, 27, 25, 22] uses structural analysis to find GoF design
patterns [14] from source. Structural relationships of the code include class inheritance, interface
hierarchies, attributes, method invocations, parameters and return types, object creations, and
variable access within a method.
Some previous work [10, 16, 27] extracts structural relationships from C++ source and stores

this information in a database. Designs patterns are recovered through queries to the database.
Reference [9] uses the same schema defined for UML class diagrams for extracting abstract semantics
graphs from C++ source. It defines an XML pattern language for users to define patterns. Patterns
are recovered based on graph comparison. SPQR [25] first translates the abstract syntax graph
obtained by gcc to a format recognized by a theorem prover. Then it runs the input on the theorem
prover that recognizes some design patterns pre-defined using denotational semantics. Patterns are
recovered based on formal analysis.
These approaches heavily rely on the accuracy of the information extracted in the first stage.

Although extracting structural relationships seems straightforward, it is complicated by variations
in the implementations of some relationships, such as aggregation [24, 19]. Thus, these approaches
can result in either higher false positive or false negatives rates.
FUJABA [2, 19] extends the work from [24] and uses a bottom-up-top-down approach to speed

up the search and to reduce the false positive rate. It uses a combination of structural relationships
to indicate a pattern. Thus, when such information is obtained from the bottom-up search, even
partially, FUJABA then assumes the existence of a possible pattern and tries to complete the rest
of the search, that is the top-down search, to confirm that such a pattern actually exists. This
iterative approach allows going back to the abstract syntax tree (AST) for further analysis on
demand. Follow-on work [20] introduces fuzzy logic to make the search speed tolerable for larger-
scale systems. Like [16], FUJABA is a semi-automatic detection tool. The pattern detection engine
is bundled with the FUJABA Tool Suite RE (a software round-trip engineering tool for Java),
which is in parallel with the work in Reference [7]. The pattern recognition process in FUJABA’s
recent work [18] is more user driven. They believe pattern detection requires human intervention
to overcome scalability problems caused by implementation variations in different problem domains.
Thus, this approach assumes users to have a fair amount of knowledge of the analyzed code. However,
reverse engineering tools for design patterns are typically used in understanding legacy code, where
users may not be able to provide any feedback during the reverse engineering process.

2.2 Static and Dynamic Approaches

The approaches in Section 2.1 are limited in finding patterns that are distinctive only in structure.
However, some patterns aim at program behavior, which cannot be determined analyzing only
structural relationships. Other approaches (e.g., those in References [15] and [28]) suggest using
dynamic analysis to analyze behavior. They first obtain structural information from source code.
Next for a particular pattern, they compute a list of candidate classes. Then, assuming what these
candidates should behave, they verify the behavior during runtime. Reference [28] uses dynamic
analysis as part of pattern identification. This approach complicates the search by expanding the
set of candidate classes and results in analyzing more unrelated execution traces. We believe that
structural analysis should be used to narrow down the search space.
Without any experimental results or proof, References [15] and [28] claim that traditional data-

flow and control flow analysis should not be feasible when polymorphism and dynamic method
binding are involved. However, the critical behavior in a design pattern is defined in the base class.
Therefore, we rarely have to trace every possible path happening in the subclasses(s) (see the Chain
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of Responsibility pattern and other behavioral patterns in [14]). And more importantly, dynamic
analysis relies on a good coverage of test data to exercise every possible execution path; such test
data is not often available. Even if test data is available in a distribution, the runtime results may
be misleading since the data was not originally designed for recognizing behavior of a particular
pattern (e.g., a distribution might include a validation or benchmark suite).
KT [11] uses algorithms to search for patterns in programs written in SmallTalk. It excludes the

search for patterns that are structurally identical, e.g., the Strategy, State and Command patterns.
KT failed to find the Chain of Responsibility pattern. KT’s search algorithm for the pattern is
based on only dynamic analysis. It analyzes an object-message diagram interpreted from a call
tree constructed during runtime. This process removes unnecessary message calls unrelated to the
search. Then the pattern should be identified if the object-message diagram captures the right
pattern behavior. However, this approach failed to find the Chain of Responsibility pattern due to
improper message logging mechanism and insufficient test data.

2.3 Other Approaches

MAISA [4, 21, 26] measures software quality at the design level. From a system’s architectural
description (which includes UML class, activity, component, and sequence diagrams), MAISA is
able to find design patterns and anti-patterns [12]. However, the number of patterns found were
limited. Only the Abstract Factory pattern (which represents a “good” pattern) and the Blob anti-
pattern1 (which represents a “bad” pattern) were found in their analyzed system. Recovering design
patterns from architectural descriptions is not likely to be effective in practice for two reasons. First,
during software development, architectural requirements and descriptions are usually laid out at the
beginning of the development cycle, but are rarely reiterated and detailed as the project evolves.
Second, to use MAISA to find patterns, one needs to first extract a set of UML diagrams (including
both structural and behavioral diagrams) from source; however, how to recover system behavior is
still ongoing research.

3 Motivating Example

The Singleton pattern is probably the most commonly used pattern. It is generally perceived to be
the simplest pattern to detect [27, 22], since it does not require analyzing its interaction with other
classes. The intent of the Singleton pattern is to ensure that a class has only one instance [14].
However, to verify this intent is not an easy task.
The key features to implement the Singleton pattern in Java include: a private constructor (so

that no other class — inside or outside of its package — can instantiate the Singleton class); a
private static variable, instance, that holds the Singleton instance; and a public static getInstance()
method that returns a Singleton class type. The getInstance() serves as a global access to instance.
Some pattern detection tools, such as FUJABA and Reference [22], stop here and conclude that
an implementation of the Singleton pattern is found. Other work described in Section 2 did not
describe how their tools detect the Singleton pattern. However, the same structure requirement
applies to some creational pattern that has no restriction on the number of instances being created.
For example, one can define a class that structurally resembles the Singleton class but uses a private
constructor and a global access point to control or to maintain registry for all created instances of
this class. Thus, behavior must be analyzed to make sure that right pattern is identified.
Consider the following variations of implementing the Singleton pattern. If instance is initial-

ized statically, then it is trivial to make sure that instance is not created again by any methods
declared in the Singleton class. Now, if lazy initialization is used (instance created on first call to
getInstance()), then it requires knowing when and how the Singleton instance gets created. Further,
if more conditions are involved in getInstance() (e.g., getInstance() will not return instance unless it

1The Blob pattern describes the lack of OO design, which requires refactoring techniques to break the blob into
object components. However, this work identifies the “Blob” when unsynchronized shared memory is found using the
UML component and sequence diagrams.
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is not currently in use), then it requires more intelligence to figure out under what circumstances
will instance gets created and returned.
To recognize these variations, dynamic analysis is not helpful in verifying the intent. Dynamic

analysis can spot a different address (object reference) being returned by getInstance(), so it can
conclude the absence of the pattern. However, it cannot prove that a class implements the Singleton
pattern simply because getInstance() seems to be returning the same address for a certain period of
time. Thus, a different approach should be proposed.

4 Our Approach and Plans

As indicated in our motivating example (Section 3), dynamic analysis captures system behavior, but
it is not practical in verifying the logic of a program. We propose to automate the pattern detec-
tion process using pure static analysis that combines structural and semantic analysis. Structural
analysis helps narrow down the search space, while semantic analysis is used to verify behavior from
method bodies and interactions with other classes. Here, behavior means in terms of statecharts
and communication diagrams as defined in UML2 [13].
We modified Jikes [3] (a Java compiler written in C++) to analyze design patterns from Java

source code. Our current focus is on analyzing the 23 GoF patterns. However, our present tool also
checks for the Double-Checked Locking (DCL) pattern [23] when it recognizes a Multi-threaded Sin-
gleton pattern. The DCL pattern optimizes performance when implementing a thread-safe Singleton
class. Our tool verifies whether the DCL pattern is correctly implemented in the source code.
The following sections discuss our search strategies and preliminary results in analyzing the

Singleton pattern and the Chain of Responsibility (CoR) pattern in the Java AWT 1.3 package.

4.1 The Singleton Pattern

In analyzing the pattern, our first attempt assumes that instance is the only variable involved in
getInstance(). Our strategy is to first make sure that only instance gets returned from getInstance().
Then, we simulate the execution paths to verify that instance is not modified in consecutive calls to
getInstance(). This initial prototype is able to recognize correct implementations of the Singleton
pattern in many common forms. It also rejects the incorrect implementations of the Singleton pattern
that are falsely identified as Singleton patterns by FUJABA. We also consider Multi-threaded and
Inherited Singleton patterns in our analysis.

4.2 The CoR Pattern

There are many ways to form a chain of request handlers. It is not required that all handlers should
be subclasses of a base handler class, and neither should the handle methods be polymorphic [11].
For software maintainability, the GoF book defines a base Handler class. Handler points to itself
through successor and defines the RequestHandle() methods.
Our current strategy is based on the form described in the GoF book. Our tool first finds an

association relationship where RequestHandle() delegates its call to successor.RequestHandle(). Then,
we examine Handler that contains RequestHandle(). Handler does not have to be abstract. However,
Handler must be subclassed, and successor’s type must have either a common super class or interface
with Handler. Finally, we examine RequestHandle() by making sure that it produces at least two exit
paths and that RequestHandle() only defers a request in one exit path.

4.3 Current Results

We have tested our tool on the Java AWT 1.3 package. The package contains 345 java files, 453
classes (including inner classes), 142800 lines of code. Our tool recognizes three instances of the
Singleton pattern and one instance of the CoR pattern in AWT.
The Singleton classes are Toolkit, GraphicsEnvironment, and ColorModel. The first two are multi-

threaded, but neither implemented the DCL pattern for performance optimization. The getInstance
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methods are declared synchronized upon method declaration. Component and Container form the
CoR pattern. Container extends Component and contains an array of Component. Component points
to Container through a variable parent. This means Container can belong to another Container. Events
are passed through the chain linked by parent, and the event handle methods are: getForeground(),
getBackground(), getFont(), getLocale, and getInputContext(), etc. None of these instances of those
two design patterns were discovered in References [19, 20, 24]. The Singleton instance Toolkit and
the CoR instance are exactly those reported on the “Pattern Stories: JavaAWT” webpage [5]. We
manually verified GraphicsEnvironment and ColorModel as correct Singleton instances.
The execution time performance of our tool is promising. On a Linux machine running on an

Intel 1.4GHz processor with 512M of memory, it took less than a second to parse the source files
and to find the instances of the two patterns in AWT described previously.

4.4 Plans

We plan to complete our tool by including the rest of the GoF patterns and patterns for parallel and
distributed computing [23, 17]. We will also expand our tool to recognize most common variations
of those patterns, which will require more complicated semantic analysis. We will consider using
various program analysis techniques based on program slicing, interprocedural analysis, and control
flow analysis.
Recognizing program behavior is, of course, an undecidable problem, hence a fully automated

static analysis will not be able to achieve 100% accuracy. However, we believe that static analysis
can significantly reduce the false positive and the false negative rates by recognizing common imple-
mentations for an intended behavior. We believe that our tool will be useful to detect performance
overhead and more generally to enhance program understanding in high performance computing
applications.
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